Curly-Coated Retriever Club of America
ADOPTION APPLICATION

NAME ____________________________________ PHONE __________________ DATE _________________
ADDRESS ______________________________________________________ EMAIL _____________________
1. How did you hear about CCRCA Rescue and Referral?

2. Why do you especially want to own a Curly?

3. Do you have any preference concerning age, sex, or color?

4. What other pets do you have now?

5. What pets have you had in the last 10 years? And what happened to them?

6. How many children are in the household and what are their ages?

7. How many people are in the household and what hours are they at home? What is your occupation?

8. Describe the area in which you live. (rural, suburban, city)

9. Do you have a fenced yard? If not, how do you plan to keep the Curly safe when outside your home?

10. Where will the Curly stay during the day, at night, and during family vacations?

11. For what purposes do you want the dog? (hunting, obedience, pet, companion, agility, please discuss)

12. Do you promise to notify the CCRCA Rescue and Referral Chairperson if you can not keep the Curly?
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13. Please give the name and telephone number of your veterinarian.

14. If you should adopt an intact rescue Curly, do you promise to spay or neuter the Curly within a reasonable
amount of time?

15. Do you know about using a crate/kennel with a dog?

16. When a Curly becomes available outside the CCRCA domain, will you allow CCRCA Rescue and Referral to
share the information you have included here with other Curly clubs, groups or individuals?

17. Do you agree that in the case of any referral, the CCRCA does not recommend the Curly but acts only as a
facilitator in arranging a meeting between the owner and prospective adopters and that all decisions regarding the
adoption are the responsibility of the owner and the adopter?

18. Please include any additional comments that you feel would help us find a good match for you.

Thank you for completing this form. Please mail as soon as possible to:
CCRCA Rescue & Referral Chairperson
Sheila Callahan-Young
3 Roberts Court
Gloucester MA 01930
Can also be reached at: 978-281-3860 and waterwing22@yahoo.com
Thank you for your interest in providing a loving home for a Curly-Coated Retriever.
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